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Safe, but for how long?
Canada’s incomplete response to the last  
global financial crisis

Ian Roberge

The harper governmenT was re-elected in 2008 in the midst of the worst fi-

nancial crisis since the Great Depression.1 The government has taken credit for the 

country’s economic performance since then, presenting Canada as a success story 

that other countries should emulate. It’s true that Canada was praised internation-

ally; in 2009, the late Jim Flaherty was even named Minister of Finance of the Year 

by the magazine Euromoney.2 But the story is not that simple. The Harper govern-

ment’s record in financial services sector policy is much more nuanced. Whereas 

the government responded appropriately to the immediate challenges posed by 

the crisis, it does not seem to have learned anything from it, and has not pushed 

for substantive policy reform. As a result of inaction, Canadian preparedness for 

a future crisis is uncertain.

How the crisis affected Canada

The global financial crisis was not global per se. The crisis epicentre was in the 

United States and there were strong repercussions in the United Kingdom and Eur-

ope, particularly in Southern Europe where the financial crisis turned into a sover-
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eign debt crisis. However, Canada was not the only country in the world to fare 

well. Australia also came out of the crisis successfully. Many Asian countries recu-

perated swiftly having made substantive policy changes after the 1997 crisis. Bra-

zil, like many emerging economies, also rebounded quickly. The Harper govern-

ment needed to manage the crisis in Canada, and it generally did so successfully. 

That being said, the crisis has highlighted important weaknesses in the Canadian 

financial services sector.

Canada went through the worst financial crisis of its history in 2007, an event 

referred to as the asset-backed commercial paper (aBCp) crisis. An aBCp is a short-

term investment backed or collateralized by other financial assets such as mort-

gages. The aBCp market collapsed in August 2007 and trading was stopped on $32 

billion worth of investments when it became clear that the paper was partially 

backed by U.S. subprime mortgages. Private sector actors and governments organ-

ized quickly to minimize the damage and contain the costs of the crisis. But large 

institutional investors, such as Quebec’s Caisse de dépots et placements, and in-

dividual investors alike still faced important losses.

The Caisse owed $13 billion worth of paper when the market froze.3 Coventree 

Capital Inc. went bankrupt when it was unable to sell the commercial paper it was 

holding. Scotiabank bought out the Dundee Bank of Canada, which was threat-

ened by a loss of liquidity.4 Canadian banks may not have needed a bailout dur-

ing the crisis — a message often repeated by the government — but the crisis still 

hit markets and firms hard. The aBCp crisis was resolved collegially when actors 

agreed to restructure paper that came to maturity in the short term with paper that 

would come to maturity much later, up to 2017. With the settlement, most individ-

ual investors were reimbursed. The aBCp market, in turn, has rebounded in recent 

years and the restructured notes have been trading well. The overall cost of the 

crisis years later is still difficult to ascertain. Though investors appear to be more 

prudent, the aBCp market remains minimally regulated.

How and why did this crisis emerge? The basic response to this question is that 

there was no regulatory oversight, and that self-regulation did not work. The Of-

fice of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (oSFI), the federal regulator re-

sponsible for regulating banks, argued that commercial paper did not fall under its 

jurisdiction as an investment vehicle, despite the fact that banks sold and bought 

the product. Provincial regulators, in turn, argued they are not responsible for 

bank solvency.5 It is also important to remember that Dominion Bond Rating Ser-

vices (DBrS), Canada’s only bond rating agency, declared aBCp safe right up to the 

point when the market collapsed. This game of hot potato with aBCp securities is 

a classic case of regulators failing to live up to their responsibility.6
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Above and beyond the aBCp crisis, Canada experienced the global financial in-

stability that took hold in the fall of 2008. Even though Canadian banks were gener-

ally financially healthy coming into the crisis, they still had to deal with the credit 

squeeze that followed. The Harper government has claimed on numerous occasions 

that it did not have to bail out Canadian banks during the crisis. The government’s 

assertions are at best incomplete. Most importantly, the government had to inter-

vene to ensure liquidity on Canadian markets. David Macdonald, an economist with 

the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, demonstrates that three of Canada’s 

big five banks would have gone bankrupt without the government’s intervention.7

The Harper government bought insured mortgage pools to ease liquidity, and 

the cash and loan support provided to banks was much higher than what was pub-

licly acknowledged. The government also came to the rescue of firms by allowing 

for regulatory flexibility. For instance, the oSFI adjusted its Minimum Continu-

ing Capital and Surplus Requirements — the minimum risk-adjusted capital that 

a firm must hold over its actuarial liabilities — in 2008 to ensure Manulife, which 

had gotten into trouble, had the credit needed to avoid financial difficulties.8 The 

Harper government should be congratulated for these interventions, which helped 

shield Canadian firms from the worst of the crisis. The rhetoric about the superior-

ity of the Canadian financial services sector, though, is undoubtedly exaggerated.

Credit where credit is due

There are three accepted explanations for Canada’s good performance during the 

crisis. The Conservative government deserve only limited credit in each case.

Firstly, we can say that Canadian financial sector policies have been effective.9 

But most of them predate the Harper government. The last major policy reform in 

Canada happened in 2001, under a Liberal government, and addressed bank mer-

gers among other issues. The Conservatives were under pressure in 2007 to allow 

mergers, but resisted the temptation — a retrospectively important decision, since 

it prevented Canadian banks from becoming larger and more integrated into the 

U.S. marketplace. Policy-makers have also generally resisted much of the deregu-

lation that took place in the United States in the pre-crisis period.

The second accepted explanation for Canada’s crisis performance is that Can-

adian banks are well-managed, prudent and risk-averse. “Faced with the world’s 

worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, Canada remained an oasis of rela-

tive financial stability while Europe and the United States succumbed to the pres-

sures of rapidly depreciating assets, indebtedness, and frozen credit markets,” says 

University of Ottawa professor Patrick Leblond.10
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Canadian banks are said to be prudent because they are less exposed to mar-

ket-based activities (e.g., securitization) than their counterparts elsewhere: they 

still heavily rely on consumer deposits as central liabilities. This explanation is 

only partly true, as proven by the aBCp crisis. More critically, Canadian resilience 

is explained by market structure as much as by good planning or design: they were 

just as lucky as they were good.11 Before the crisis, Canada also had capital require-

ments (the amount a bank must hold as a percentage of its risk-weighted assets) 

above the international standard, which also encouraged prudence.

But are Canadian banks better managed? They did quickly return to profitabil-

ity after the crisis. PricewaterhouseCoopers estimates that Canadian banks made 

over $30 billion in 2013.12 Canadian bankers, however, are not necessarily better 

managers than bankers elsewhere, so this explanation is of limited value. As an 

example, CIBC is often referred to as “the bank most likely to walk into a sharp ob-

ject.”13 CIBC had to pay $3 billion in 2005 to settle claims related to its participation 

in the Enron scandal. Canadian banks, at a minimum, are not beyond reproach.

The third, most frequently provided explanation for Canada’s mild crisis is that 

the mortgage industry here is not organized in the same way as in the United States 

and that it is much safer.14 In Canada, mortgage lending is dominated by the big five 

banks and there has never been a large subprime market, though one was in the 

midst of being developed in the lead-up to the global crisis. Mortgage rules were re-

laxed in 2006 so that it became possible to obtain a mortgage without a down pay-

ment and the amortization period was also brought up to a maximum of 40 years.

After the crisis, the government re-tightened mortgage rules on four different 

occasions. The government reintroduced a 5% minimum down payment, and the 

maximum amortization period has been brought back down to 25 years. There is 

still concern about a housing bubble in Canada’s larger cities, fuelled in part by 

long-lasting low interest rates. But the Bank of Canada has tried to downplay it,15 

and the Harper government has become a lot more prudent in the way that it ad-

dresses mortgage policy.

Regulatory gaps

It’s clear the Harper government intervened effectively to ease liquidity pressures 

and ensure firm stability during the crisis. Canada’s strong policy-making and regu-

latory system also provided a solid foundation for the country’s relatively painless 

recovery, as recognized by the International Monetary Fund among other inter-

national observers.16 The federal auditor general noted there was good co-oper-

ation and co-ordination among all government actors in the management of the 
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global financial crisis.17 The oSFI, in particular, works closely with financial insti-

tutions to prevent problems from arising.18 Still, there are important issues to con-

sider when examining the efficacy of Canada’s regulatory structure.

Following the global financial crisis, the United States and the EU established 

systemic risk regulators to identify potential threats to the whole of the financial 

services sector whereas previously regulation tended to focus on single institu-

tions.19 Canada does not have a systemic risk regulator, and there are no plans for 

reform. There are two committees composed of policy-makers and regulatory au-

thorities that monitor the Canadian system: the Senior Advisory Committee (SaC) is 

The Creation of a National Securities Commission

The Harper’s government’s main policy initiative in response to the global finan-

cial crisis has been its attempt to create a national securities commission. As fi-

nance minister, the late Jim Flaherty tried to make it a legacy project, sending the 

proposed National Securities Act to the Supreme Court in 2009 to test its con-

stitutionality. At the same time, Quebec and Alberta contested the legislation in 

their respective courts of appeal. 

In late 2011, the Supreme Court rejected the legislation, noting that the provinces 

were already occupying the jurisdictional space, and that the federal government 

had not put a convincing argument forward on why it needed to take over the re-

sponsibility. The Harper government pursued its efforts nonetheless, with some 

slight adjustments to its plan to take into account the Court’s decision. The Co-

operative Capital Markets Regulatory System is now set to come into force in mid-

2016 with the co-operation of five willing provinces and one territory: British Col-

umbia, Saskatchewan, Ontario, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Yukon. 

While the debate about a national securities commission has been recurring 

throughout the 20th century, it is only peripherally related to the global financial 

crisis. Both advocates and detractors have used the crisis to support their claims. 

Proponents argued the creation of a national securities regulator (in lieu of prov-

incial regulation) was necessary to protect Canada from market turmoil. Oppon-

ents turned the Harper government’s own argument on its head, pointing to Can-

ada’s success as proof the current system worked. 

It is much too early to tell whether the new system will be more efficient, wheth-

er there will be more provinces and territories joining in than the current six, and 

whether it will do a better job than provincial regulators did of protecting investors.21
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responsible for policy and the Financial Institutions Supervisory Committee (FISC) 

is responsible for regulatory issues. The SaC and FISC are said to provide enough 

oversight to identify systemic risk issues.

A second issue that needs more attention pertains to the oFSI. The office’s close 

working relationship with Canadian banks is important, but it also raises some con-

cerns. The oSFI is not a transparent organization — its compliance mechanisms for 

firms are opaque — which makes it difficult to assess its performance, to analyze 

the justness of the office’s interventions and to hold it to account. The possibility 

of regulatory capture or regulatory arbitrage is usually dismissed out of hand in 

Canada, but the international experience is not so reassuring.20

Following the global crisis, the U.K. government completely revamped its regu-

latory infrastructure, with the central concern that it should be accountable to par-

liament, firms and citizens. The comparison is not perfect, as the crisis affected 

the U.K. much more severely than Canada; the U.K.’s regulatory infrastructure had 

proven to be ineffective. But the U.K.’s efforts show that it is possible to consider 

reforms where accountability and transparency are top of mind.

Conclusion and recommendations

The Harper government reacted appropriately to the global financial crisis. The 

post-crisis response is more disappointing in that the government has only made 

incremental policy adjustments. Yes, the government moved quickly to adopt new 

international banking regulation and, as noted, re-tightened mortgage rules, but 

whether these are sufficient to help prevent or mitigate a possible future crisis is 

more doubtful. Critically, the government needs to thoroughly review its financial 

sector regulations and democratize how financial policy is developed.

Updating Canada’s regulatory framework 
for financial services

The Harper government does not seem to have learned from the global financial 

crisis. The rhetoric of success has prevented policy learning or a thorough assess-

ment of existing policies and practices. There has been no willingness on the part 

of the Harper government (as there was in the United States, U.K. and EU) to review 

the whole of financial services sector policy, to gauge lessons from the Canadian 

experience and that of other countries. As noted, the last such review happened 

in 2001, and financial markets have considerably changed since then.
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A review of Canada’s financial sector regulation should be broad and inclusive 

with the aim of preparing Canada for future crises. Among the topics that should 

be considered are the following:

• Supervisory and regulatory infrastructure: Does Canada need a systemic 

risk regulator? How can regulators (federal and provincial) better co-ordin-

ate to ensure the proper exchange of information?

• Supervisory and regulatory philosophy: The oSFI acts as a referee with 

market players, but should it be more proactive to prevent potential prob-

lems on markets?

• Market competition (and too-big-to-fail): The federal government has long 

sought to increase competition in the industry. What can be done now to 

foster more competition? How will the government react if one of the big 

five banks gets into trouble?22

• Consumer protection: What are the measures available to ensure Canadians 

are better served by their financial institutions?

• Digital banking and digital currencies: How will the government address 

bitcoins and other digital currencies that might eventually threaten finan-

cial stability?

Financial services sector policy-making needs to be democratized

It is striking the extent to which the Canadian system is built on trust. We may grum-

ble about banking and credit card fees, but by and large we have become passive 

about the financial services sector. When it comes to financial policy-making or 

regulation, we are totally absent from the process. Canadians are expected to sim-

ply accept that their government acts properly, and that banks are wise and pru-

dent. Journalist and author Bruce Livesey forcefully argues that neither the banks 

nor our governments deserve that trust.23

The creation of a regulatory users’ committee would provide Canadians, at 

the very least, with the opportunity to participate in regulatory decision-making 

whereas now they are completely absent from the process. This is not necessar-

ily unusual (finance is a technical field). But other countries have made efforts to 

better include citizens in policy-making. A users’ committee exists in the EU, for 

instance, to help inform policy-making and regulation in the interests of consum-

ers and other small end-users.
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Broadening the consultation and review process in this way would support the 

work of the oSFI and other regulators. Getting popular participation in the regula-

tory process is important because decisions made at this level have a direct impact 

on the safety and stability of the sector. This is where the action most often takes 

place to prevent and mitigate potential crises, and somebody should have the re-

sponsibility to speak directly on behalf of consumers. There is the Financial Con-

sumer Agency of Canada, but its mandate is limited to increasing consumer pro-

tection, awareness and financial literacy.

Parliamentary oversight is mostly circumstantial and limited. Effective inte-

gration of a users’ committee could enhance decision-making and help ensure the 

oSFI and other regulators become more transparent and accountable. The oSFI says 

opacity is desirable, since it provides for efficient and effective regulation. It further 

argues that making too much information public could affect activities on markets 

by creating an uneven playing field. The creation of a user’s committee provides a 

venue to hold oSFI accountable in a way that still protects sensitive information.

The committee could also have some input in terms of regulatory priorities that 

would take into account customer concerns. Though finance is complex, partici-

pants could be fully trained to make sure they provide an informed contribution. 

There are precedents for integrating users’ committees in other fields, such as the 

health sector, especially at the provincial level, and there is no reason to believe 

that such a system would not make a difference when it comes to finance. The cre-

ation of a users’ committee is not a panacea for popular participation, but it pro-

vides, at least, an avenue for participation. Current arrangements make it hard to 

see who defends the interest of consumers, especially in the regulatory process.

How ready are Canadian policy-makers and regulators for the next crisis? The ques-

tion is important since the timespan in between financial crises seems to be shrinking. 

Past success is no guarantee of future success. The next crisis may again surprise us.

Governments in general do not spend enough time looking forward; they are 

consumed by the crisis of the moment, which blurs their view of the future. The 

U.S. government had difficulty acting in 2007–08, even when the crisis was immin-

ent. Canada’s next government may well want to spend some time imagining Can-

ada’s future financial services sector. It should do so by integrating Canadians into 

the decision-making process. Without some creative thinking, Canada may well get 

caught flat-footed when the next crisis hits, and the impact could be much worse 

than what we have just experienced.
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